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SecurID Governance & Lifecycle Cloud
Work smarter, maximize resources, reduce identity risk
With evolving compliance requirements, security leaders need to have the identity
assurance into who has access to what resources and data and maintain a least
privilege security posture. At the same time, many enterprises are actively pursuing
their Cloud initiatives when adopting new solutions and updating their existing
technologies. IT leaders need to find ways to maximize resources, spend budget
wisely and predictably and maintain the highest levels of security and control over
data and applications.
With SecurID Governance and Lifecycle (G&L) Cloud, you can avoid the cost and
time to build and manage a governance and lifecycle infrastructure and leverage
our deep expertise for day-to-day operational support and management of SecurID
G&L. Whether you are new to SecurID G&L or are planning on moving your current
environment to the cloud, we can help accelerate your digital transformation and
deliver a flexible and scalable identity and access management solution.

At-a-glance
SecurID Governance & Lifecycle
Cloud delivers our full-featured, high
performing governance and lifecycle
solution from the cloud and provides
day-to-day operational support and
management to free up your internal
resources.

Key features
SecurID G&L Cloud reduces
organizational risks, enhances
security, simplifies access provisioning,
and restores security teams’ time,
bandwidth, and resources to
allow you to:
Focus on visibility

Free up your internal resources to focus on what’s
important to your business

 Allows you to focus on delivering a
robust, continuous access assurance
framework to reduce identity risk
and overall risk to your business

As identity takes its place in the center of the security universe, security leaders are
seeking to achieve excellence in IAM, system security and regulatory compliance.
This can be a daunting and complex undertaking, but it doesn’t have to be so.

 Simplify and focus on access
anomalies and violations through
a powerful combination of access
visibility, data intelligence, and
automated analytics

Since 2004, SecurID G&L has provided Fortune 100 and global enterprise customers
with the identity governance and administration (IGA) capabilities needed to gain
visibility, insight, and control over access to all applications, systems, and data.
SecurID G&L Cloud expands the full capabilities of our market-leading solution to
the cloud, ensuring that the world’s most security-sensitive organizations can work
dynamically, accelerate innovation, and advance zero trust security.

Automate everything to reduce risk

SecurID G&L Cloud provides a secure and highly available cloud environment as well
as consulting services to customers on the production environment to support the
ongoing management of the SecurID Governance and Lifecycle solution. Operational
and managed services elements of the solution reduce the administrative burden on
your staff, allowing you to better align resources towards higher priority projects that
help drive results.
Managed Services tasks include:
• Monitor identity, account and entitlement collection run status and remediate
any issues
• Monitor review campaigns and their progress
• Monitor and remediate any stalled workflow items

 Control and reduce costs by
automating user onboarding and
providing self-service for password
resets and access requests
 Build and enforce a solid Joinermover-leaver policy and process
 Automate provisioning, provide
task notification, and integrate with
your service desk
Maintain a sound compliance and
regulatory posture
 Create a continuous compliance
program with periodic and eventbased reporting to ensure the right
people have the right access
 Generate reports and dashboards
to demonstrate compliance with
GDPR, CCPA, SOX, and other
regulatory frameworks
 Enforce a least privilege access
model and support zero trust
initiatives by identifying and
eliminating orphaned accounts and
over-provisioned users

• Monitor and notification of failed change requests

Key benefits

• Coordinate with SecurID Customer Support as necessary

 No infrastructure investment –
SecurID G&L delivered as-a-service
from the cloud

• Run periodic reports
• Validation after upgrade and patching as necessary
• Review configurations against recommended practices before moving
into production
• Perform yearly health check & solution review and make recommendations
• SecurID specialized Advisory Consultant to provide the following on a
quarterly basis
− Identity and Access Management road-mapping
− Review architecture and design

 Gain agility and focus on business
outcomes with operational and
management support for your
SecurID G&L solution
 Flexible, convenient pricing – per
user, per month subscription model
 Rapid deployment for faster time
to solution value
 No functionality compromises –
market leading and full featured
identity governance and
lifecycle solution

• SecurID G&L expansion services

 Reliability, predictability, and
control of IT spend

• One annual subscription of Education services

 IAM at scale – From 1000 to
hundreds of thousands of users

SecurID Governance & Lifecycle provides the full visibility you need to uncover access anomalies and policy violations and combines it with advanced
analytics to prioritize problem areas for action.

Discover more
Learn more about SecurID Governance & Lifecycle
Identity and Access Management Risk Intelligence Index
See how well you’re managing identity and access risk, and set a benchmark for
improving your strategy – all in about ten minutes.
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